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IN REPLY REFER TO: 

IBIA 88-591, 88-638, 
88-648, 88-679 

Appeals £ran decisions of the State Director, Nevada, Bureau of Land 
Management, approviIY;J final plans far removal of excess wild horses and 
£ran draft plan of Sonana-Gerlach Resource Area Office, Nevada, Bureau of 
Land Management, for rem::wal of excess wild horses. N 2-88-1 et al. 

Affil:med in part, reversed in part. 

1. Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act 

'Ihe Board will set aside a BIM decision to remove wild 
horses £ran a herd management area where raooval is not 
prq,erly predicated on an apprcpriate determination that 
ranoval is necessary to restore the range to a thriving 
natural ecological balance arrl prevent a deterioration 
of the range, in accordance with sec. 3(b) of the Wild 
Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, as amended, 
16 U.S.C. § 1333(b) (1982). -

-: 

APPEARANCES: Nancy Whitaker, Animal Protection Institute of America, 
Sacramento, California, for appellant; Dawn Y. I.a.win, Wild Horse orga
nized Assistance, Inc., Reno, Nevada, for intervenor; Burton J. Stanley, 
F.sq., Office of the Regional Solicitor, U.S. Department of the Interior, 
Sacra:aento, California, for the Bureau of I.and Management. 

OPINION BY ADMINIS'IRATIVE JUtx;E KELLY 

'!he Animal Protection Institute of America (API) has appealed £ran 
four decisiais of the State Director, Nevada, Bureau of Land Management 
(BtM), approvinJ final plans for the rem.,val of approximately 2,087 excess 
wild horses £ran certain areas of the public range situated either within 
or outside designated herd management areas (HMA) am wild horse terri
tories (WHT) in the I.as Vegas, Battle Mountain, Carson City, Elko, and Ely 
BIM districts. These appeals are docketed as IBIA 88-638, IBIA 88-648, 
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and mIA 88-679. Y In addition, API has appealed fran a draft plan, dated 
April 26, 1988, for the rem:wal of approximately 549 excess wild horses 
fran the Buffalo Hills HMA in the Winnenucca BI.M district. Y This appeal 
is docketed as mIA 88-591. By order dated February 16, 1989, we consoli
dated all four API appeals for decision by the Board. Y ·. 

Y mIA 88-638 involves API's appeal fran the Associate state Director's 
June 10, 1988, approval of a final plan for the raroval of 127 wild horses 
fran the Miller Flat, Clover Creek, and Clover fuuntain HMA' s and fran out
side designated HMA' s in the Delamar, Boulder Springs, Pioche, Highland 
Peak, Crossroads, Barclay, and Simpson grazing allotments, including cer
tain "prablan animals" intruding an private property in the Clover Creek 
and Little ?-t>untain HMA's, and £ran the Associate State Director's June 10, 
1988, approval of a final plan for the rerrova.l of 225 wild horses fran 
the Nellis Range Cmrplex, which encanpasses the Nevada Wild Horse R.an3'e 
HMA. IBlA 88-648 involves API's ~ fran the Associate state Dixect.ar's 
July 11, 1988, approval of a final plan for the rem:,val of 690 wild horses 
fran the Desatoya, Diam:md, and New Pass/Ravenswood EMA 's. IBIA 88-679 
involves API's appeal £ran the St.ate Director's Aug. 8, 1988, approval of a 
final plan for the rencval of 1,045 wild horses £ran the Maverick-Medicine, 
funte cristo, Buck and Bald, Butte, and Diam:md Hills South BMA's, Olerry 
Springs and Monte Cristo WHT's, and a designated horse-free area. 'Ihe 
follc:,winJ contains a listing of the BMA's and WHT's involved herein, along 
with the appropriate management level (AML), current horse pcpulatian and 
the IUmlber of wild horses intended to be raroved in each case. 

CUrrent Horse Horses To Be 
HMAAfiT AML Population Rem:Jved 
Buffalo Hills 272 821 549 
~te Cristo 72-120 100 100 
Diancnd Hills South 36 95 59 

, Buck and Bald 700 1081 381 
Olerry Sprin]s 42-68 100 50 
Butte 60 202 142 
Maverick-Medicine 195-244 443 248 
Desatoya 217 688 318 
New Pass/Ravenswood 913 1227 314 
Diamond 205 263 58 
Miller Flat 50 71 21 
Clover creek 9 26 17 
Clover fuuntain 55 84 29 
Nevada Wild Horse Ran3"e 2000 4120 225* 
~ £ran the Nevada Wild Horse Range HMA is intended to be a phased 
raroval involving 2,120 wild horses, with 225 wild horses scheduled for 
rem:wal in the first year. 
Y API's appeal of BI.M's draft plan proposing rem,val of wild horses £ran 
the Buffalo Hills HMA was taken in accordance with 43 ~ 1610.5-3(b). 
Y By order dated Nov. 7, 1988, the Board granted the request of the Wild 
Horse Organized Assistance, Inc. (WHOA) to intervene as a party appellant in 
the appeal docketed as mIA 88-591. In our subsequent February 1989 order, 
we noted that, in view of the consolidation of the four appeals, mOA would 
be considered an intervenor in the consolidated appeals. 
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In our February 1989 order, pursuant to a request by BIM, we also 
placed the BlM removal actions into full force and effect with respect to 
the Buffalo Hills, Desatoya, New Pass/Ravenswcod, and Buck and Bald HMA's 
because the record established that removal was "necessary because the 
four HMA's are either currently experiencing resource damage or tjlere is , 
a significant threat of sudl resource ~ge _such that :inmediate renoval 
of wild horses is warranted" (February 1989 Order at 6). With res:pect to 
the remaining HMA's involved in API's appeals, BI.M had not requested that 
the BIM renoval actions be placed into full force and effect, asserting, 
nevertheless, that rerroval is necessary in order to achieve a baseline 
pcpulaticn for the purposes of study. 

Finally, our order granted expedited consideration of API's appeals 
with respect to all of the ~•s subject to the challenged BI.M rem::ival 
actions because of the potential for new or continuing damage to the public 
range and the need to decide an a timely and. proper administrative respc:ose • 

.API has filed statements of reasons (SCR) for each of its appeals and 
Bil-1 has filed answers in response theret.o. Because the case is now ripe 
for adjudication, we turn to the rrerits of the controversy. 

Generally, the BIM actions challenged by API would renove wild horses 
fran areas not designated for wild horse management and would return the 
number of wild horses within HMA,/Wm''s to the AML's established in land use 
planning decisicns adopted for those areas. All of the Bil-1 removal actions 
were acx::an-panied by a site-specific or progranmatic environmental assess
Irent (EA), which analyzed the environrrental consequences of re:ncr.ring wild 
horses £ran the plblic range and a oo action alternative. 

In its SOR, .API requests that we rule that the decisioos to re:ncr.re 
wild horses are :imprcper because BIM failed to properly deteDnine that there 
is an excess number of wild horses in each area of the public range, and 
that renoval is necessary in order to restore a thriving natural ecological 
balance to and prevent a deterioration of the range caused by that excess, 
in accordance with section 3(b)(2) of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and 
Burras Act (the A....-t), as ameno.ed, 16 u.s.c. § 1333(b) (2) (1982), and the 
district court's ruling-in Dahl v. Clark, 600 F. SUpp. 585 (D. Nev. 1984). 
In addition, .API requests that we rule that BIM failed to properly assess 
the environmental consequences of removing wild horses. Finally, .API con
tends that BIM is required to prepare a herd managarent area plan (HMAP) 
prior to the rem::,va1. of any wild horses fran an HMA/WfiT. 

Section 3(b) (2) of the Act provides the statutory authority for the 
renoval of excess wild free-roaming horses and burros fran the plblic range. 
Specifically, the statute provides that, where the Secretary of the Interior 
determines on the basis of infornatian available to him 

that an overpopulation eY.ists an a given area of the public lands 
and that action is necessary t.o rem:>ve excess animals, he shall 
i.tme:li.ately rem::,ve excess animals fran the ra.rY3e so as to achieve 
apprq:,riate management levels. Such action shall be taken*** 
until all excess animals have been removed so as to restore a 
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thriving natural ecological balance to the range, and protect the 
range fran the deterioration associated with overpopulation. 

16 U.S.C. § 1333(b) (2) (1982). "[E]xcess animals" are defined in the 
statute as wild free-roaming horses and burros "which must be -r~ed fr~ 
an area in order to preserve and maintain ~. :thriving natural ecological · 
balance and multiple-use relationship in that area. 11 16 U.S.C. § 1332(f) 
(1982). 

As the court stated in Dahl v. Clark, supra at 594, the "bencl-anark 
test" for determining the suitable number of wild horses on the ?Jblic 
range is "thrivin:J ecological balance." In the words of the conference c:an
mittee which adopted this standard: "The goal of wild horse and burro man
agement * * * should be to maintain a thrivin; ecological balance between 
wild horse and burro pop.ilations, wildlife, livestock, an:i vegetation, and 
to protect the nmJe fran the deterioration associated with overpopulation 
ofwildhorsesandburros." H.R. Conf. Rep. No.1737, 95thCong., 2dSess. 
15 (reprin ~ed -in +~78 U.S. Code Cong. & Mrnin. NEMS 4069, 4131). y 

Using this test, -we conclude that, with the exception of the four ~•s 
with respect to which we placed the BIM rencval actions into full force 
and effect, BI.M has not established that removal is warranted. in order 
to restore the range to a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent 
a deterioratioo of the range threatened by an overpopulation of wild 
horses. We, .therefore, affinn the BIM renoval actions with respect to 
these four HMA.'s and reverse the BIM removal actions with respect to the 
ranaining HMA/WEfl''s. 

For the nost part, the challen;ed BIM removal actions were designed to 
return the nunber of wild horses within each HMA/WHT to an .11Mr,. The record, 
as supplerented by API, indicates the genesis of BIM's general net:hxl for 
establishing 11ML's. In a June 12, 1981, letter to the Governor, State of 
Nevada, the Secretary stated that, as a result of questions regarding the 
adequacy of use of a "one-point-in-time vegetation inventory" as a basis 
for forage allocatioo decisions in the Caliente Resource Area, the State 
Dire...-tor had undertaken an extensive review of the matter. This review had 
culminated in a decision to take a "modified approach to forage allocation." 
The Secretary explained: 

~e the Caliente range survey contains adequate information 
to assist in establishing a IOOni.toring program, the vegetation 
production data are inadequate for deteIJn.ining initial stocking 
levels. Therefore, at the start of the program, livestock and 
wild horse use may remain at current levels, except where agree
II'eilts are reached with the livestock q:ierators and/or the wild 
horse and burro interests. These accepted initial stocking 

y Departmental regulation 43 CTR 4700.0-6(a) states that wild oorses and 
burros "shall be managed as self-sustaining poptl.ations of healthy animals 
in balance with other uses and the productive capacity of their habitat." 
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levels will be based upon current data and will not preclude 
future establisrment of intensive grazing systans or other 
managanent practices that may be necessary to obtain proper 
managarent of the rangeland resources. · · 

If a different level of grazing · is required, this will · 
be decided using the results of an · intensive m:mitoring pro
gram involving studies of grazing utilization, trend in ran;,e 
condition, actual use, and climatic factors. * * * 

If the IOCII1itoring studies sl'lc:M a need for additional vege
tatiai infonnation, a vegetation study will be oonducted an the 
allot:Ilent or allobnents, as appropriate. The results may be 
used to establish a new stocking level, which will be regularly 
verified ar IOOd.ified through the results of m::mitoring studies. 

Thereafter, in an effort to provide specific guidance to the various 
district offices and relying on the concept contained in the Secretary's 
June 1981 letter, the State Di.rector, in Instructional Mem:::lrandlD (IM) 
No. NV-82-305, dated June 8, 1982, set forth the "conditicns" governing 
the number of wild horses to be used in the develq:1IeI1t and .i.IrI>lemantation 
of lam use plans. ~ Affidavit of State Director, dated Dec. 14, 1988, 
at 1-2. He provided as foll<:MS: 

a. Where range studies or other quantifiable data have 
identi-fied a need to begin monitoring studies with a specific 
number of wild mrses or burros and those studies dem:mstrate that 
only by reducing the number of wild mrses or burros will a spe
cific resource problem be oorrected, the specified number of 
animals may be used. 

b. Where the CRMP has reccmnended an alternative number 
of wild horses or burros, as documented in the minutes of a CRMP 
meeting and ooncurred with the Bureau, the alternative mrnber may 
be used. 

c. Where fonnal signed agreements between affected interests 
have been obtained which specify a different nunber of wild horses 
or burros fran current levels, the specified number may be used. 

d. Where previously developed interim capture and managemant 
plans and associated FARs presently exist and where actual imple
nentation has started but not been ~leted, the interim nunber 
of wild horses or burros specified in the plan may be used. 

e. Where previously developed interim capture/managemant 
plans exist, noth.inJ has been done toward implementation and there 
is reason to believe that support for the plan by affected parties 
no longer exists, current wild horse or burro numbers will be used 
unless negotiations can produce a docunvimted acknowl~ sup
porting the number of animals specified in the plans. 
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f. Where previously develq:>ed interim capture plans exist, 
nothinJ has been done tavard lltlplementation and there is reason 
to believe that support for the plan by affected parties still 
exists, the number of wild oorses,lb.lrros specified in . the plan · · 
may be used. 

g. Where negotiations are in progress (either ~ or other 
pro- cesses of negotiati-on) and there is an opportunity to arrive 
at an adjusted number of wild horses/burra;, the land use deci
sion may acknc:7wledge a range of numbers being caisidered in the 
negotiations. 

h. If rxme of the above conditia.'15 are applicable in 
establishing a starting point far ioonitoring, the current wild 
horse and burro numbers will be used. [:Emphasis in original.] 

With several exceptions, viz., in the case of the Nevada Wild Horse 
Range HMA, Buck and Bald HMA, Monte Cristo HMA/WHT, and Cberry Springs 
'rllT, the AML' s upon which the BIM reroval actions involved herein are based 
CCZ1Stitute the "current wild horse*** numbers" as of either 1981 or 
1982, as developed pursuant to BIM' s land use planning process. y As the 
Secretary stated in his June 1981 letter, in the absence of agreements 
with livestock operators and/or wild horse and burro interests, wild horse 
use may remain at "current levels." API objects to BI.M's reliance on these 
numbers, asserting that they were intended to be only the "'starti.n;J point 

P In the case of the Nellis Range carplex, which encaxpasses the Nevada 
Wild Horse Range HMA, the District Manager, las Vegas District, stated that 
the AML of 2,000 wild horses had been recarmended by the Consultation and 
Coordination (C & C) cxmnittee, cxxrposed of representatives of interested 
wildlife organizations, during preparation of an HMAP with respect to that 
HMA and adopted by BIM upon approval of the HMAP by the State Director on 
Mar. 18, 1985. 'Ihe Nevada Wild Horse Range HMAP, at page 2, states s~ly 
that the C & C cxmnittee had "recx.mrended that 2,000 wild horses be managed 
initially*** with future analysis of monitoring studie; to be used to 
determine the apprq,riate management nunber." 

In the case of the Buck and Bald HMA, Cberry Springs WHT, and Monte 
Cristo HMA/WHT, the District Manager, Ely District, explained the basis 
far establisl'lllent of AML's in a Sept. 23, 1988, mem:>randun to the State 
Director. With respect to the Buck and Bald HMA, the District Manager 
stated that the AML of 700 wild horses had been established in the Egan 
Resource Area Management Plan. A copy of the Egan Resource Area Record of 
Decisioo, at page 28, indicates that the allowable number of wild horses, 
in the case of the Buck and Bald HMA, was "an interim level established 
through a gatheriixJ plan and environmental assessment written in 1981." 
With respect to the Olerry Springs mT and the Monte cristo HMA/WHT, which 
are within the Humboldt National Forest, the District Manager stated that 
the AML's of fran 42 to 68 and fran 72 to 120 had been established by the 
Forest Service in an August 1986 Land and Resource Management Plan, relying 
on the levels est.ablished. in 1977 wild oorse managenent plans for these 
areas. 
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to begin m:mitoring in order to determine AML, '" rather than AML's ~ 
selves (Ietter to Board, dated Dec. 8, 1988, at 8, arphasis in original). §/ 

The Secretary's June 1981 letter irrlicates that "~t levels"-
of wild horse use were established by BIM only for administrative conve
nience, i.e. , in the absence of adequate "vegetation · production data" to -' 
establish levels ot11er than at current numbers, presumably because prior 
"one-point-in-time vegetation inventor[ies]" had been discredited. BIM 
clearly faced an administrative dilemna in 1981 and 1982. On the one hand, 
it was required to manage the public range, establishing appropriate levels 
of wild horse use, while, an the other hand, it did not have adequate infor
mation to make the necessary managenent decisions regarding appropriate 
levels of such use. 

While we can appreciate this dilemra, it is clear that any decision 
to renove wild horses is constrained by the express requirments of sec

tion 3(b) of the Act.. Under that Act, the term AML has a ve.ry particular 
meaning in the context of actions required to be taken to reIOVe wild 
horses fran the public range. It is synonym:>us with restoring the range 
to a thriving natural ecolog i cal balance and protecting the range fran 
deterioration. Thus, section 3 ( b) ( 2) of the Act provides that excess wild 

✓ horses shall be rem:,ved "so as to achieve appropriate managment levels" or, 
stated differently, "so as to restore a thrivin:] natural ecological balance 
to the range, and protect the range fran the deterioration associated with 
ov~tion." 16 u.s.c. § 1333(b) (2) (1982). 

As the district court explained in Dahl v. Clark, supra at 595: 

[T]he test as to appropriate wild horse population levels 
is whether such levels will achieve and maint.ain a thriving, 
ecological balance an the public lands. Nowhere in the law or 
regulatioos is the BIM required to maint.ain any specific numbers 
of animals or to maintain pc>?llations in the rumibers of animals 
existing at any particular time. 

/ 
Thus, an AML· established purely for administrative reasons because it 
was the level of wild horse use at a particular point in time cannot be 
justified under the statute. 

Nevertheless, it might be argued that an AML established for adminis
trative reasons fits within this statutory meaning so long as it constitutes 
a level of use by wild horses which results in a thriving natural ecological 
balance and avoids a deterioration of the range, even though it falls below 
the optimum number of wild horses which may be supported on the public 

§/ API purports to be quoting fran IM No. NV-82-305. Hc,wever, that nencr 
randum states simply that current wild horse numbers will be used as a 
"starting point far m::>nitoring." There is no suggestion that this m:mitor
ing is to then result in establishment of 1\ML's which had not previously 
been established. 
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range. However, section 3 ( b) ( 2) of the Act expressly provides that removal 
shall proceed only "until all excess animals have been rE!IIDVed so as to 
restore a thriving natural ecological balance to the I'cID3'e, arrl protect 
the range £ran the deterioration associated with overpc:pilation." .16 U.S.C. 
§ 1333(b) (2) (1982) (arphasis added.) Thus, the statute sillply does not 
authorize the renoval of rrore than the excess number of wild horses. We 
interpret the term AML within the context ·of the statute to n-ean that 
"optimum number" of wild horses which results in a thriving natural eccr 
logical balance and avoids a deterioration of the rcID;Je. Dahl v. Clark, 
supra at 592. 

Accordingly, we oonclude that section 3(b) of the Act does not autho
rize the rem::,val of wild horses in order to achieve an AML which has been 
est.ablished for administrative reasons, rather than in terms of the optiml.ml 
nunber which results in a thriving natural ecological balance am avoids a 
deterioraticm of the range. '1/ 

In the present case, as noted supra, with the exception of the 
Nevada Wild Horse Range HMA, Buck and Bald~, Olerry Springs '\ti'!', and 
Monte cristo ~, the BIM rem:wal actions are predicated on returning 
the number of wild horses within the subject HMA's to the AML's that were 
based on the levels of wild oorse use in 1981 or 1982. These AML' s were 
originally established for administrative convenience, rather than based on 
a detenninaticm of the optimum number of wild horses which would maintain 
the raDJe in a thriving natural ecological balance and avoid a deterioration 
of the range. Since that time, there is no evidence that BI.M has engaged in 
any range assessments adequate to allow BIM to conclude that returning the 
nunbers of wild oorses to these AML's would achieve that optimum nurnber of 
wild horses. 

The FA' s involved herein generally do not serve that puipOSe. For 
the D'OSt part, they do not indicate in any respect the current condition of 
the range or how that condition will be affected by the removal (or lack of 
reroval) of wild horses such that we may judge whether re:roval is necessary 
to restore .the range to a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a 
deterioration of the range. At best, there are scant references in the FA's 
to the anticipated effect of removal or lack of removal of wild horses on 
the conditioo of the range. 

y In 1984, BIM proposed defining the term "[e]xcess wild horses or burras" 
smply to nean wild oorses or burras "which ttDJSt be removed fran an area 
in order to attain the appropriate uanagement level" (49 FR 49254 (Dec. 18, 
1985)). However, in response to ccrcments that the proposed definition 
was "inconsistent with the statutory [definition] am intent," BI.M did not 
pranulgate the regulation, stating that the "l.an:juage of the statute will 
govern management" (51 FR 7410 (Mar. 3, 1986)). API cxritends that this 
constituted a reoogniticn by BI.M that reroval of excess wild horses sinply 
to attain an established 1iML does not canport with the statute. We cannot 
draw that oonclusion. There is no suggestion that BI.M at any time intended 
that the "awropriate management level" would be established other than in 
accordance with the dictates of the statute. 
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For instance, the FA with respect to the Buffalo Hills HMA states, 
at page 6, that, absent raroval, there would be "an increase in the num
ber of excess wild horses and burros beyond AMLs" and :this "could res~t 
in excess numbers reaching a population level that would be detrimental 
to the vegetative, water and soil resources * * * ultimately resulting in · 
significant environmental degradation." · '1he. FA with respect to the Nevada 
Wild Horse Range HMA states, at pages 12 and 13, that, absent raroval, 
the "general ecology of the area would continue to be adversely inpacted 
by increasing horse pop.ilations," with "[c]arpetition for forage resources 
***affecting the desirable vegetative carponent, and condition of all 
aninals," and that "[i]t is expected that horse poµilations would increase 
beyon:1 the support capability of the range resource." The EA with respect 
to the Miller Flat, Clover Creek, and Clover ~untain ~' s states, at 
page 12, that, absent removal, there will be a "general degrading of 
forage condition." 'llle FA with respect to the Desatoya, Diam::lnd, and 
New Pass/Ravens\o.100d HMA's states, at page 8, that, absent removal, there 
would be "an increase in the number of excess wild horses and burros beyond 
AMLs." The FA with respect to the Maverick-i-iedi.cine, Buck and Bald, Butte, 
and Diam:md Hills South HMA's, the Monte Cristo~ and the Cherry 
Springs \ollT states, at page 14, that removing wild horses ~ld slo.i down
ward trends in overall range condition and would inprove the ecological 
balance and Imlltiple use relationship of the area." These oonclusary state
ments fall short of true assessments of the optimum nunbers of wild horses 
these ranges can support. 

Even where the EA's indicate that the range is being adversely affected 
by wild horses, there is no imication that these statements, to the extent 
that they suggest that removal of wild horses is necessary to rest.are the 
range to a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a deterioration 
of the range, were based on an in-depth analysis of the condition of the 
range and the iirpact of wild horses on that condi ti.on. "AE. the district 
ca.irt indicated in Dahl v. Clark, supra at 592, a detel:minatian that the 
reuoval of wild horses is warranted must be based on "analysis and studies." 
We ?'¥)te that the SecretaJ:y, in his June 1981 letter, indicates that an 
appropriate determination of the nunber of wild horses to be pelllli tted on' 
the public range, consistent with section 3(b) of the Act, requires relying 
on "an intensive IOC>Ilitaring program involving studies of grazing utili
zaticn, trend in range condition, actual use, and climatic factors." The 
EA's do not reflect such a program of data collection and analysis. 

'lbus, we cxmclude that there is no definitive, well-documented state
ment in the EA's that renoval is necessary to restore the public range to 
a thriving natural eoological balance and prevent a deterioration of the 
range threatened by an overpopulation of wild horses. 

Furtherm:>re, nothing in the State Director's December 14, 1988, affida
vit or the "Position Paper'' attached to BI.M's Motion to Calsolidate Appeals 
daoonstrates that BIM properly predicated the removal of wild rorses an a 
detennination that it would restore the range to a thriving natural ecolog
ical balance and prevent a deterioration of the range. These statements 
generally only state the conclusion that rerroval is necessary in order to 
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achieve stable IX)pUlations of wild horses in accordance with the AML's 
already established in applicable land use planning decisions for the 
purposes of future mnitoring of the affect of wild horses on the public 
range. That approach cannot be sustained, as discussed infra. At best, 
the "Position Paper," at page 9, refers to "BIM's studies .arrl field observa
tions" which SupIX)rt BI.M's concern that there is not adequate -forage avail
able in the four BMA' s, with respect to which we placed the Bil-1 renoval 
actions into full force and effect, to support the current populations of 
wild horses during the winter nonths. 

We turn, therefore, to the "Condition Assessment of Selected Nevada 
Wildhorse Herds and Herd Areas" (Condition Assessment), attached to BIM' s 
Motion to Consolidate Appeals, which was apparently prepared sareti.Ire 
before the winter of 1988-89 by four outside consultants experienced in 
animal nutrition, animal husbandry, and range managem:mt. The COix:lition 
Assessment assessed the "m1tritional status of the horses as well as forage 
availability and ecological -well being of the range area an which these 
horses and other grazers depend" in the case of the Buffalo Hills, Clover 
M::>untain, Desatoya, NE!'<li Pass/Ravenswood, Maverick-Medicine, Monte Cristo, 
Buck and Bald, and Butte HMA' s (Condition Assessment at 1) • 

The Condition Assessment was based on "visual observations of wild 
horses~ forage utilization, abundance and quality an wild horse ranges~ and 
apparent ecological status of horse ranges as well as briefings by Bureau 
wild horse specialists." Id. at 2. Observations in the field were made 
between Oct.d:ler 24 and November 5, 1988, i.e., "at the end of the plant 
growing season and imnediately prior to the onset of winter," in order to 
assess the ability of the wild horses to over-winter. Id. The Condition 
Assessment describes the ecological condition of the vegetation in the 
four HMA's as either poor to fair, fair, fair to good, or excellent and 
the condition of the wild horses in these areas as either fair or good. 

Although the Condition Assessment contains an assessment of the condi
tion of the range in the case of the HMA's it assessed, with the exception 
of the four HMA' s with respect to which we placed the Bil-1 rem:,val actions 
into full force and effect, our review of the assessment discloses that it 
does not supp:,rt BI.M's detezmination that the HMA's contain an overpopula
tion of wild horses. The evidence cited in the assessment fails to estab
lish either that the available forage is not adequate to support the numbers 
of wild horses in those areas at or near current levels, or that there is 
any other basis for regarding the numbers as excessive. 

In the case of the Maverick-Medicine HM1>., the assessment states: "'.l1le 
apparent ecological condition is fair to gocx:l * * *. Considerable standing 
forage is available on the ~t side of the area***· [T]here is suffi
cient feed to winter the horses this year***. Ol:6ervations of agency 
field staff rated horse condition as good." Id. at 10. In the case of the 
Butte ~, the assessment states: "Winter season horse diets should be near 
maintenance levels because of availability of shrubs. Apparent ecological 
condition is m::>stly satisfactory to good, with considerable standing forage. 
* * * Booy condition of cn;erved wild horses was gcxxi." Id. at 12. In the 
case of the Monte cristo HMA, the assessment states: --
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Ecological condition of these plant camnmities is generally good 
* * *. current forage utilization*** is m:>derate to light. 
Much winter forage ranains ungrazed at this time, s~gesting that 
adequate winter feed exists to successfully over~t .er this horse 
herd.*** Although no horses were observed* .** horse condition 
likely is at least satisfactory. . 

Id. at 19. Finally, in the case of the Clover Mountain HMA, the assessment 
states: "Apparent ecological condition of this area is good.*** Current 
forage use is light to m:rlerate throughout the area." Id. at 20. In ackii
tion, the assessment noted that BtM field personnel reported that the corrli
tion of horses observed in that area was good to excellent. 

The Condition Assessnent does support the re.uoval of wild horses fran 
the four HMA's with respect to which we placed the BIM removal actions 
into full force and effect. As the assessment concludes: •Several of the 
HMA's included in this report sh<:Med obvious biologic indicators of the 
need far wild horse p0?.1.latian reducticms. Specifically the Buffalo Hills, 
New Pass-Ravenswood and portions of the Buck and Bald and the Desatoya ~•s 
are in trouble biologically." Id. at 22. 

The Nevada Wild Horse Range HMA, the Monte Cristo BMA/WHT, and the 
Cherry Springs WHT merit special consideration. We note that the AML's with 
respect to these HMA's were not established on the basis of the number of 
wild horses using the range in 1981 or 1982. 

The Nevada Wild Horse Range BMA was established on the basis of the 
reccmnendatian of the C & C ccmnittee. Acoording to the Nevada Wild Horse 
Range HMAP, at page 9, the AML was, like the other AML's involved herein, 
designed to be an "initial" managE!llel'lt level which \ll,10uld be adjusted as a 
result of further oonitoring studies, that is, nerely an interim number 
established far administrative convenience. In addition, the HMl\P stated, 
at page 2, that this prooess was designed to determine the "awropriate 
management number." There is sinply no evidence in the HMAP regarding 
the basis for the C & C cx:mnittee's reccmnendation concerning the AML. •
Mare inq?ortantly, there is nothing in t.he EMA!> i.rrlicating that the AML 
c::oosti tutes the optimum number of wild horses which will maintain the 
range in a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a deterioration 
of the range. Y 

Y We note that the AML of 2,000 wild horses reccmnended by the C & C 
cxmnittee was, acoording to the Nevada Wild Horse Range HMAP, approved by 
the State Director on Mar. 18, 1985, apparently less than the nunbe.r of wild 
horses then usin:J the range. The plan indicated that 4,890 wild horses had 
been determined to be using the range as of March 1984. Doubt is cast on 
the figure of 2,000 by the fact that the plan also reports, at page 6, that: 
"Generally animals appear to be in fair to good condition. The population 
as a whole appear[s] to be healthy with isolated maladies afflicting sane 
animals." In addition, the plan indicates that no vegetation inventory had 
l:::een conducted and treoo. studies had not yielded any results. Id. at 2. 
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In the case of the Monte Cristo HMA/WHT and the Olerry Springs WHT, 
the »n..' s were established in 1977 as wild horse rnanagetrent plans, which 
are akin to HMAP's. These plans reveal an in-depth analysis of the appro
priate number of wild h:>rses which could be supported in these . areas . con
sistent with statutocy criteria. However,· the plans ·were prepared in 1977. 
'l'he oondition of these areas has undoubtedly charvged since that time. See 
Natural Resouroes Defense Council, Inc. v. Hodel, 624 F. Supp. 1045, 1060 
(D. Nev. 1985). Yet, there is oo evidence that BI.M or the Forest Seivice 
has made any effort to reassess the current validity of the AML's prior to 
ordering the current removal of wild horses. This does not o::rrport with 
the directive of 43 CFR 4720.1 that the renoval of wild horses fran the 
p.lblic range be based "[u]pcn examination of current infcmnation." More
over, we are not persuaded that rem:ival is now warranted in order to restore 
the range to a thriving natural ecological balanoe arrl prevent a deteriora
tion of the range threatened by an overpopulation of wild horses. 

In the case of the four HMA' s with respect to which the Board placed 
the BLM renoval actions into full force and effect, viz., the Buffalo Hills, 
Desatoya, New Pass/Ravenswood, and Buck and Bald HMA's, BI.M has, Jxiwever, 
made a minimal sn,wing based on the necessary analysis arrl study that 
raooval is warranted in order to restore the range to a thriving natural 
ecological balanoe ani prevent a deterioration of the range, despite the 
fact that it has rrt shavn that the AML's were properly established on the 
basis of the number of wild horses using the range as of 1982. Specifi
cally, BIM dananstrated in the Corrlition Assessment that these HMA's either 
were experiencing resource damage or were very likely to expe.rienoe resource 
damage as a result of an overpopulation of wild horses. see Corm ti.on 
Assessment at 7, 13, 15, 16, 18. By necessary implication, BI.M demon
strated that imtaiiat.e raooval of wild horses would restore the range to 
a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a deterioration of the 
range. 

'lherefore, we cxmclude that, with the exception of the four HMA's 
with respect to which we placed the BLM rem::wal actions into full force and 
effect, there is no evidence that the nmnbers of wild horses in the subject 
HMA/WHl''s must be returned to the established AML's in order to now restore 
these areas to a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a deterio
ratioo of the ran.:Je. 

We ~e that section 3(b) of the Act, as originally enacted on 
Decanber 15, 1971, contained discretionary authority to rarove excess wild 
horses fran the public range "[w]here an area is found to be overp:,pulated." 
85 Stat. 650 (1971). The ccmnittee which adopted this language explained 
that it did so in recognition that "sane control over the nunbers of animals 
may be necessary in order to maintain an ecological balance in an area." 
S. Rep. No. 242, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. (reprinted in 1971 U.S. C.cxle 
Con:;J'. & Admin. News 2149, 2152). However, the carmittee further stated: 
'' [A]ny reduction should be carefully weighed before being undertaken. 'lhe 
cxmnittee does not intend that the provision for a reduction in numbers 
***be considered a license for indiscrilninate * * * rem::,val of the wild 
free-roaming lx:lrses or burros • " Id. 
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While Congress amended section 3(b) of the Act an October 25, 1978, 
to mandate the rem:wal of excess wild horses, we do not believe that it 
intended to alter the legislative directive that any rerocrva.l of wild _horses 
fran the public range be carefully considered. carmensurate with the 
requirarent to undertake reoovals, Congress, as discussed supra,• provided a 
specilic restraint on the exercise of the .rem::,val authority. Moreover, the 
report of the conference ccmnittee which adopted the amendment states that 
"the conferees agreed that excess numbers of wild horses arxl. burros l'IU.lSt be 
rem::,ved fran the range, but that caution must be exercised in determining 
what constitutes excess nunbers." H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 1737, 95th Cong., 
2d Sess. 15 (reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4069, 4131). 
To the extent that we set aside the BIM reroval actions challenged herein, 
we do so based an our considereci conclusion that Br.M has not exer- cised the 
necessary caution, and that to do ot:hezwise would grant BIM the license 
which Congress specifically sought to preclude. 

BIM also contends that it has authority to raoove wild horses fran 
the ?Jblic range in the exercise of its discretion, even where it cannot 
denonstrate current damage to the range. See Motion to Consolidate Appeals 
at 5. BI.M argues that it can renove wild horses in order to achieve stable 
populations of wild horses far monitoring purposes, so that the potential 
far damage can be assessed and thus prevented. In a Mardi 6, 1989, nexo
randum to the Regional Solicitor, the State Director stated, at :page 2, 
that BIM interprets the statutory teIIn "excess animals" to~ not only 
the number o~ animals necessary to maintain the range in a thriving natural 
ecological balance, but also "the nunber of animals substantially above 
the initial AML established far study or monitoring." 

We do not dispute the fact that stable populatioos of wild horses 
can facilitate ll'Oni toring studies. However, it is clear that a study can 
be undertaken quite apart fran any rerro.ral of wild horses, using and, if 
necessary, maintaining existing populations of wild horses and the existing 
enviromnent. ~/ Once a study has detennined that the statutory prerequi
sites for raooval of wild oorses fran the public range have been fulfilled, 
inmediate renoval can then take place. 

?-\?reover, we can find oo support far the conclusion that BIM has the 
discretionary authority to order the rem:wal of wild horses £ran an area of 
the public range simply to establish a baseline pop.ilation for purposes of 

y Maintaining the status quo is clearly an apprq;,riate response where 
BIM does not have adequate infonnatian upon which to base a proper deter
mination of the apprq;,riate number of wild oorses to penn:it on the public 
range. Cf. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Hodel, supra at 1057, 
1060-62 (livestock). Moreover, it is illplicitly required in the case of 
wild oorses by section 3(b) of the Act where BIM is not able to establish 
that renoval of wild oorses is necessary to restore the range to a thriving 
natural ecological balance and prevent a deterioration of the range. 
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studying the }?Otential for damage to the public range. 1Q/ We note that in 
IM No. NV-82-305, which set forth various accepted bases for establishing 
the nunber of wild horses to be used in the develcpnent and implementation 
of land use plans, the State Director stated that BIM could use a "s~ified 
number of animals" where this was necessary to begin nonitoring studies. 
However, the State Director also stated tl)at the number could be ,used only 
where such studies daronstrate that only by reducing the population of wild 
horses to that number "will a specific resource problem be oorrected." 
With the except.ion of the four HMA's with respect to which we placed the 
Bil-1 rerroval actions into full force and effect, the record contains no such 
dem:mstration. 

The only authorities cited by Bil-1 as support for its contention that 
wild horses may be r~ed in order to establish a baseline population 
of wild horses for study purposes are section 11 · of the Act, ~ amended, 
16 U.S.C. § 1340 (1982), and section 307(a) of the Federal I.and Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), !!_ amended, 43 u.s.c. S 1737(a) (1982). 
Section 11 of the Act only provides for the sul:mission of joint reports to 
C.Ongress by the Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture and consultation and 
coordination between them and, in addition, authorizes and directs then to 
undertake "studies of the habits of wild free-r~ horses and burros." 
16 u.s.c. S 1340 (1982) (erphasis added). There is no mention of studies 
directed to the question of the impact of wild horses on the public range. 
Moreover, this statutory provision contains no reroval authority • .W 
Section 307(a) of FL™A only provides authority for the Secretary of the 
Interior to canduct "studies*** involving the nanagenent, protection 
* * * of the public lands." 43 u.s.c. § 1737(a) (1982). 'While it may 
authorize stu:lies directed to the question of the impact of wild horses on 
the public raDJe as an aid to protecting that range, it, likewise, cantaiJ'ls 
no rem:,val authority. 

!QI We note that the district ex>urt in American Horse Protection Associ
ation v. Frizzell, 403 F. Supp. 1206, 1219 n.9 (D. Nev. 1975), pemitted 
Bil-1 to proceed with the rem:wa.l of wild horses fran the public range where 
reroval. was intended as an "interim measure to preserve the Valley pen:ling 
a carq:>lete study aro the develqirent of a long-range solution designed to 
preserve the envirorment and reconcile the ~ting interests involved." 
However, it is clear that the raroval was not predicated si.Irply on estab
lishing a baseline pop.ilation of wild horses for study purposes, but rather 
was in response to a determination that "a seriously overgrazed range cannot 
cx:mtinue to supply all of the needs for food placed on it by the various 
users: cattle, wild horses, and other wildlife," which situation required 
imrediate attention pending develqinent of a loIX]-teIIn strategy. Id. at 
1217; see also American Horse Protection Association v. Andrus, 460 F. SUpp. 
880, 886 (D. Nev. 1978), aff'd in~, vacated and remanded in~, 
608 F.2d 811 (9th Cir. 1979) • 
.W The legislative history of this section of the statute indicates that 
it was intended only to make up for a "lack of infonnation" concerning wild 
horses. S. Rep. No. 242, 92nd C.Ong., 1st Sess. (reprinted in 1971 U.S. Code 
Cong. & Admin. News 2149, 2152). 
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By contrast, section 3(b)(2) of the Act provides explicit direction 
regarding the circunstances under which rem::,val of wild horses fran the 
public range is pennitted, viz., where there is an overpc:pulation of wild 
horses in a given area and renoval is necessary :in order t.o restore ·a 
thriving natural ecx>logical balance and prevent a deterioration of the : 
range threatened by that overpopulation. We- oonclude that this statutory 
provision oontains the sole and exclusive authority for BIM to reroove wild 
horses £ran the public range~ 

Moreover, in the oourse of arguing that it has the authority to order 
the inmediate rem::,val of wild horses £ran the public range in order to 
establish a baseline population far study purposes, BIM effectively con
cedes that it does not knCM whet.her the HMA/WHI.''s, with the exception of 
the four HMA's with respect to which we placed the BIM remc:wal actions into 
full farce and effect, contain wild horses :in excess of that which will 
maintain the range in a thriving natural ecological balance and prevent a 
deterioration of the range. Indeed, BlM admitted that it "cannot dencn
strate any damage being done to the public lands by wild mrses" (Motion 
to Consolidate .Appeals at 5) • Nor does BI.M dem:mstrate that such damage is 
likely. In addition, the Condition Assessnent, which specifically assessed 
the availability of forage and the physical condition of the wild horses, 
in connection with four of these HMA's, viz., the Maverick-Medicine, Butte, 
Monte Cristo, and Clover Mountain HMA's, did not oonclude that an overpcp1-
latian exists oo these HMA' s. That detennination is required before pro
ceeding with the raroval of wild oorses fran these HMA's. 

API has also asked the Board to rule that the BI.M rerooval actions were 
ilrproper in the absence of preparation of an F.A which assessed the environ
mental consequences of rerrovin3 wild horses fran the public range, rather 
than the in'plicatians of using alternative net.hods of ranoval. We do not 
agree that Bl.M failed to execute the necessary EA' s. In conjunction with 
each of the draft and final rerooval plans, BIM prepared. an F.A. These EA' s 
assessed the envirormental consequences of rem,ving wild horses frcm the 
pililic range and a no action alternative. API has daronstrated no partic
ular deficiency in preparatioo of the EA's, and we can discern none. 

In addition, we n:,te that, with respect to sane of the HMA' s, the 
record irrlicates that BlM had at one tine prepared Environmental Inpact 
Statements (EIS) in order to assess the environmental consequences of 
adcpting general grazing management plans far allocating forage to live
stock, wildlife, and wild horses within a significant portion of the public 
range encaxpassing certain of the HMA' s. Thus, BlM and the Forest Service 
prepared. EIS's with respect to the Sonana~lach, Caliente, Egan, and Wells 
resource areas, involving the foll0v.1ing HMA's and Wffi''s: Buffalo Hills, 
Miller Flat, Clover Creek, Clover Mountain, Maverick-Medicine, Monte Cristo, 
Buck and Bald, Butte, Di.anond Hills South, and Olerry Springs. These EIS's, 
as mentioned in the EA's prepared :in conjunction with t.he applicable rerooval 
plans, either describe the affecte.d environment or assess the environmental 
consequences of rem::,vmg wild horses. To the extent that the EIS' s are 
tiered to the EA's, they further satisfy BI.M's obligaticn urxier t.he National 
Erwironmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA),~ mrended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 
(1982). 
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API also contends that BIM is required to prepare an EIS prior to 
undertaking the raroval of any wild horses. We note that, in the case of 
each of the reroval actions involved herein, BLM detennined that no EIS was 
required. For its part, API has provided no evidence · that the proposed 
renoval actions ~uld have such a significant effect on the quality :.of the 
human environnent that an EIS is required by section 102(2) (C) of NEPA, :as 
amerrled, 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2) {C) {1982) ~ Nor can we discern any basis for 
ordering the preparation of ?Il EIS. Therefore, we conclude that BIM was 
not required to prepare an EIS prior to rencving any wild horses fran the 
subject HMA' s. American Horse Protection Association v. Frizzell, supra at 
1218-19. 

Finally, API rontends that BIM should not be penn.itted to proceed 
with renoval of wild oorses fran the HMN'Wlfi''s involved herein until it 
has prepared an HMAP in each case. We note that 43 CFR 4710.3-1 requires 
preparation of an HMAP. BIM and/or the Forest Service has prepared HMAP's 
only with respect to the Miller Flat and Nevada Wild Horse Range HMA's, 
Monte Cristo HMA/WHT, and Cherry Springs mT. No HMAP 's have been prepared 
in the case of the other HMA/WHT's involved herein. We conclude that it is 
not necessary that BIM prepare an HW>.P as a basis far ordering the resoc,val 
of wild horses, so long as the record otherwise substantiates cx:mpliance 
with the statute. Indeed, 43 CFR 4710.3-1 does not require preparation of 
an HW>.P as a prerequisite for a rem:,val action. Thus, we are not persuaded 
that preparation of an HMAP must in all cases precede the removal of wild 
horses fran an HMA/WHT, and decline to order preparaticn of HMAP's. 

Before concluding, it is necessary to point out that this case also 
involves BI.M's decision to renove wild horses fran a designated rorse-free 
area in the Egan Resource Area and fran outside designated HMA's in the 
Caliente Resource Area, including certain "problan animals" intruding on 
private prcperty in the Clover Creek and Little Mountain HMA's. API takes 
exception to this proposed rerroval. However, we can find no fault with the 
prq.iosed removal of wild l"Klrses fran these areas. Therefore, these removal 
actions are affillred. 

Accordingly, pursuant. to the authority delegated to the Board of Land 
Appeals by the SecretaJ.-y of the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the decisions appealed 
fran are affi.Imed in part and reversed in part. 

I concur: 

~£.1~ 
David L. Hughes 
Administrative Judge 
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Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGMENT 
Washington, o.c. 20240 

JUN 2 2 1989 

Director; State Director, Nevada; 
Chief, Division of Wild Horses and Burros 

Oavid P. Tidwell, Special Assistant to the 

In Reply Refer To: 
(102) 

subject: comments on IBLA Decision: Animal Protection of America, 
June 7, 1989 

The foundation of the June 7, 1989, Opinion of the Interior Board 
of Land Appeals (IBLA) in which the Animal Protection Institute 
of America (API) challenged the Bureauts wild horse removal plans 
on 14 Wild Horse Herd Management Areas (HMA) and from 7 grazing 
allotments outside of HMAs, lies in section 3(b) of the Wild Free
Roaming Horse and Burro Act, as amended, 16 u.s.c. S-1333(b)(1982). -

Section 3(b)(2) of the Act expressly provides, says the decision, 
that removal shall proceed only "until all excess animals have been 
removed so as to restore a thriving natural ecological balance to the 
range, and protect the range from deterioration associated with 
over-population." 

IBLA has interpreted the statutory language narrow l y in t he extreme. 
Some of my concerns include: 

BtM•s planning process is apparently ignored 
as a means of allocating forage and establish i ng 
management objectives for wild horses and burros 
and other multiple-uses. 

The court ignored the National Academy of sciences 
1982 report wherein a definition of "excess" 
animals considered both sociological and biological 
factors. Only biological factors are considered 
in the June 7, 1989, Opinion. 
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Excess animals are only established at one poin t 
in time. If range stress is not imminent, and 
documented as such, gathering cannot occur. 

Excess forage created by wildlife die-offs or 
livestock reductions would authomaticallY be 
claimed by wild horses and burros until a thr e at 
to "a thriving natural ecological balan ce coul d 
be demonstrated." 

A specif i c AML cannot be established for a n H~A, 
since the AML can only be established after ~tudies 
confirm a threat to a thriving natural e cological 
balance. The court also states that exc e ss numbe rs 
must be established with caution. - --------------
Non-use for management purposes would not be 
feasable because horses would be allowed to 
utilize all forage until range deterioration 
could be documented. 

Multiple-use management of wild horse and burro 
ranges would be impossible, contrary to FLPMA and 
WFR&BA section 2(f)(2). 

BLM has no discretionary or ad ,) nistrative author ity 
in determining AMLs or excess numbers. 

- This dec i sion invites wild horse inter e ~ 
BLM's pla nn ing process. 

to ignore 

I t is difficult to discer com the opinion whet,et the question 
of conflict with FLPMA and the planning process actually beca me an 
issue in the case or was even raised by the government's attorneys. 
It i s possible that the issue has not emerged until now. 

2 
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The possibility exists that had the BLM adhered to its own 
guidance, including the Secretary's letter of June, 1981, and the 
State Director's Instruction Memorandum of June 8, 1982, a different 
decision might have emerged regarding specific gatherings. However, 
the threat to the Bureau's range management objectives as outlined 
in land use plans is serious. 

A few_1?oints IBLA ignored or_~verlooked: 

Section 2(f)(1)(2): "excess animals - "(2) whi ch 
must be removed from an area in order to preserve 
and maintain a thriving natural ecological balance 
and multiele-use relationship in that area." 

section 3(a) (last sentence) "Any adjustments i n 
forage allocations on any such lands shall take 
into consideration the needs of other wildlife 
species which inh abi t such lands." 

- Determination of an overpopulation: 

*Section 3(b)(2)(ii): "information contained in 
any land use planning completed pursuant to 
Section 202" of FLPMA; 

3 

•Section 3(b)(2)(iii): "information contained 
in court ordered environmental impact statements---." 

•section 3(b)(2)(iv): "Such additional information 
as becomes available to him --- including that 
information developed in the resea r ch tudy mandated 
by this section, --- that an over po l a tion exists--
and that action is necessary to re mo , i excess 
animals from the range so as to achieve appropriate 
management levels," 
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There are a number of actions that should be considered in both 
the short-term and the long - term: 

Short-Term 

tong-Te.rm 

Evaluate each of the HMAs to determine if conditions 
have changed enough to be able to document a threat 
to the ~thriving natural ecological balance." 

Modify gathering plans and EAs to reflect the 
finding s of grazing EISs, land use plans and 
current studies that support a designation of 
excess animals. 

Proceed full force and effect with gatherings that 
are supportable. 

Consider the Secretary assuming jurisdiction in the 
case ordering IBLA to alter its decision so as to 
allow consideration of FLPMA planning decisions, 
grazing EIS findings, NAS recommendations, and 
multiple-use relationships, or 

Appeal the IBLA Decision to District court for the 
reasons stated above, and/or 

Solicit an appropriations bill amendment directing 
BLM to adhere to FLPMA, grazing EI S f i ,· ngs, etc.; 
the IBLA c ase not withstanding . 

Solicit a congressional resolut ~on w1, c larifies 
the intent of congress on this matter with regard 
to wild horses and other uses . 

In view of some of the FLPMA amendments f loating around congress, 
action other than through the appropriations process would involve 
a degree of risk. Since IBLA placed considerable stock in conferenc e 
committee report language, some sense of congressional intent appear s 
necessary. 
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